
Omnicom Media Group (OMG) has one of the best and most 
robust training offerings among the media conglomerates; with 
an impressive mix of media upskilling, business critical training, 
and leadership development. Yet, the organization was not 
measuring the effectiveness of any of it. Upon realizing this gap, 
the Associate Director of L&D, Kimberly Plue, began OMG’s 
partnership with Metrics That Matter. Now, at the close of OMG’s 
first operational year on the platform, Kim will share how her 
team is changing the conversation around L&D with key 
stakeholders from butts in seats to business impact. She will 
also share how OMG established their own benchmarks for 
learning success and provide insights about some learning 
curves along the way. 
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OUR YEAR ONE STORY:
Omnicom Media Group & Metrics That Matter

Metrics that Matter March 2020 Symposium
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Meet Your Host!
Kimberly Plue

Associate Director, Learning & Development

Omnicom Media Group (OMG)
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Agenda

- OMG who?

- The MTM Connection

- Getting Started

- Bumps Along the Way

- Lessons Learned



What do we 
do at OMG?

•Media upskilling
• Junior level “foundational skills”
• Mid/Senior level continuing 

education

•Business Skills
• Excel, Presentation Skills, 

Negotiation, Storytelling, DiSC
Communication styles

•Leadership Development
• Management skills and leadership 

programming at all levels
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Setting the Scene…
San Diego

ATD Conference 2018 



And I can’t wait for…
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But another thing happened…
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I met MTM I had a REVELATION
I had a nervous 
BREAKDOWN

Love at first sight.

Nerd4Life. 

“What if they ask?!”We aren’t doing this… 
but we could be.



A Whole New World
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WHERE WE ARE:
- Butts in seats

- Reach

- Frequency

- No show rates

PURE NUMBERS

WHERE WE COULD BE:
- Training impact

- ROI

- Business results

- Learning effectiveness

INSIGHTS



But where to start?

START SMALL

Identify key programs to 
facilitate through MTM. 

PRACTICE & APPLY

Become comfortable 
with analysis tools, 
implement changes 

based on data, 
encourage culture of 

feedback to elicit survey 
responses, introduce 

new metrics

EXPAND

Incorporate all 
programming into MTM 
framework, identify high 

and “low” performing 
programs for planning, 

take holistic view of L&D 
offering.
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Goals? What Goals?

VALIDATE

Traditionally we have been able to tell our own story around the DATA, but without any meaningful INSIGHTS.

Strong Facilitators, well-”liked” programs 

- High Instructor Scores

- High Perceived Value Scores

= MONEY

EVALUATE BONUS

Are we helping, is it working?

- Job Impact Scores

- Learning Effectiveness Scores

- Use of comments to address 
homegrown programs

Ability to compare & rollup

- Industry benchmarks

- L&D Program as a whole

- Identify trends over time



STEP ONE:
1. We have a strong roster of facilitators (high 

“Instructor” scores)

2. Employees “enjoy” our program offering 
(high “Perceived Value” scores)

VALIDATE what we 
*THINK* we know
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We can then make the case of: 
What we’re doing is working, we 

need to do more of it 

= Bigger Budgets 



Step One: Check Your Work: Instructors
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We have a strong roster of facilitators (high “Instructor” scores):



Step One: Check Your Work: Courses
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Employees “enjoy” our program offering:



Step One: Check Your Work: “Excel: The Essential Class”
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How we used MTM to support a big investment:



Step One: Check Your Work: “Excel: The Essential Class”
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Everything taught and discussed in the session was 
relevant to improving my responsibilities.

I have already rebuilt the majority of my reporting templates to Mike’s 
specifications and completely streamlined my weekly deliverables in the 
process! Amazing! Saved me many hours weekly and now I have the free 

time to work on other things!

I wouldn't change anything. Mike covered skills relevant 
to improving all aspects of my job.



STEP TWO
1. Are we helping people do their 

job? (“Job Impact” scores)

2. Is our training “working”? 
(“Business Results” & “Learning 
Effectiveness” scores)

3. Ability to address 
content/courseware performance 
for homegrown programs

Start to EVALUATE deeper
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Step Two: Check Your Work: Management Academy
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Are we helping people do their job? (“Job Impact”). Is our training “working”? (“Learning Effectiveness”)

Mgmt Academy: Managing to Lead:

Mgmt Academy: Learning to Manage:



Step Two: Check Your Work: Media Foundations
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Ability to address content/courseware performance for homegrown programs

This course would have been extremely helpful 10.5 months ago when I started at OMD. 
However now that I have almost been here for a year (and also got a promotion) I already 

knew everything taught in this course and it seemed like a waste of time. That  being said I 
would have loved to take the course when I started at OMD. 

Feedback from my team noted the lack of real examples applied in the course. The course 
did a great job of explaining the fundamentals and helped in how to approach certain tasks 

or requests, but did not dig deep enough into some of the channels.

I don't think there is much that can be done to make it more valuable. I think it is essential for 
someone like myself - who is starting a career in Media to take this course.

What about this learning experience was most valuable to you?

How can we make this learning experience more valuable to you?

How can we make this learning experience more valuable to your employee?



STEP THREE
Bonus MTM features:

1. Ability to compare against 
industry benchmarks

2. Ability to identify learning 
offering as a whole, vs. program 
by program

3. Identify trends/changes over 
time

BONUS features to keep an 
eye on
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Step Three: Check Your Work
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Ability to compare against industry benchmarks & incorporate industry terminology

Net Promotor:

Scrap Learning:



Step Three: Check Your Work
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Ability to evaluate program as a whole & monitor trends over time

Media Foundations:

All programs:



Our work here is done!
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Not Quite…progress, not perfection…
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S
U

C
C

E
S

S
E

S

STANDARDIZED data collection Facilitated CULTURE of feedback

Incorporation of industry 
TERMINOLOGY/BENCHMARKS

Introduction of new metrics to key 
STAKEHOLDERS



So, what did we learn?
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Start SMALL… 

but start
Be CREATIVE

BAD data is still

GOOD data
Don’t tackle it all at 

once.
Data is non-emotional.Getting buy-in is hard.

Incentivize.



It only gets better from here…
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O
P

P
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R
T

U
N

IT
IE

S

INCREASE/EXPAND data collection REINFORCE/NORMALIZE terminology

MONITOR feedback after changes Take DEEPER DIVES in programs to improve 
training portfolio



Where are they now?

START SMALL

Identify key programs to 
facilitate through MTM. 

PRACTICE & APPLY

Become comfortable 
with analysis tools, 
implement changes 

based on data, 
encourage culture of 

feedback to elicit survey 
responses, introduce 

new metrics

EXPAND

Incorporate all 
programming into MTM 
framework, identify high 

and “low” performing 
programs for planning, 

take holistic view of L&D 
offering.
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THANK YOU MTM TEAM
For making me look good since 2019!

(Special shouts to Tyrel, Rachel, Katie, Jon and John!)
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Questions?


